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Transmembrane Protein 

• Every protein assumes a specific shape and performs a specific function.
• Of these proteins that are found embedded in cellular membranes, called as 

membrane proteins, are of particular importance because they form targets for 
over 60% of drugs on the market. 

• Membrane proteins are crucial for many biological functions and have become • Membrane proteins are crucial for many biological functions and have become 
attractive targets for pharmacological agents.

• It is seen that 20% - 30% of all the proteins in any organism are me
proteins. 
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Membrane Proteins

• A membrane protein is a protein molecule that is attached to, or associated with the 
membrane of a cell or an organelle.

• More than half of all proteins interact with membranes.
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Membrane Proteins

Biological membranes consists of a phospholipid bilayer and a variety of 
proteins that accomplish vital biological functions.
Structural proteins are attached to microfilaments in the 
which ensures stability of the cell.
Cell adhesion molecules allow cells to identify each other and interact.Cell adhesion molecules allow cells to identify each other and interact.
Membrane enzymes produce a variety of substances essential for cell 
function.
Membrane receptor proteins serve as connection between the cell’s 
internal and external environments.
Transport proteins play an important role in the 
concentration of ions.
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Transmembrane Protein Prediction 
Transmembrane protein plays important role in the life activity of the cells. 

Transmembrane α-helix bundle is a common structural feature of membrane proteins 

Bent helices are required for appropriate helix
membrane protein complexes.

Determination of kink in a helix is a computationally intensive task.

Thus the functions of transmembrane proteins are attributed by kinks (bends) in helices. Thus the functions of transmembrane proteins are attributed by kinks (bends) in helices. 

Therefore, knowledge of kink and its prediction from amino acid sequences is of great 
help in understanding the function of proteins. 

Hence it is a computationally intensive task
development

The best current prediction methods appear to correctly predict all membrane helices for 
about 50%–70% of all proteins, and to falsely predict membrane helices for about 10% of 
all globular proteins. 
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TMHMM Server v. 2.0
Prediction of transmembrane helices in proteins
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Prediction of Transmembrane Regions and Orientation
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